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which the greatest part of the Der lin press has assumed with 
regard to the doctrine of evolution must be attributed to 
this authority. But much as we must regret the reactionary 
.current in this and other intelligent Berlin circles, yet we 
must point out that by this evil we are guarded from a far 
"'Teater one. This greater, indeed the greatest, evil which could 
b efall German science would be a Berlin 'monopoly of knowledge,' 
the centralisation of science. What highly disastrous fruit this 
centralisation has borne in France, for instance ; how the Paris 
• monopoly of knowledge' causes a constant degradation of 
French science, and has led it downwards from the greatest 
heights for the last half-century, is well known. Probably the 
wide-spread differentiation and the many-sided individuality of 
the German national spirit, the often-decried German particn· 
iarism, will save us from a centralisation of science of this kind, 
which particularly in our capital, Berlin, would .be doubly dan· 
gerous. Little as our ' small states' could be politically of any 
duration or could lead to a mefnl state-form, they have certainly 
been most beneficial and fertile for German science. Because 
this owes its principal advantages over others to the numerous 
little centres of education, which the capitals of the German 
small states formed, and to the many little universities which 
"cere always in healthy competition with one another. Let us 
hope that this beneficial decentralisation of science in our poli · 
tically united Fatherland will continue permanently. Next to 
the centrifugal striving of our German national spirit, nothing 
will further this object so much as an energetic resistance to the 
free progress of science, just as now again it begins to show 
itself in the capital of the empire. Because at the same rate as 
this will remain behind in the mighty current of free and unim· 
peded mental progress, other numerous centres of eel ucation in 
G ermany whic!J. follow this current enthusiastically, or at least 
willingly, will outrun it." 

"If Emil Dubois Reymond wanted to make his 'Ignorabi· 
mus' the watchword of science, and Rudolf Virchow his still 
further-reaching 'Restringamur,' then from Jena and from a 
hundred other educational centres they are met with the call-

" Irnpavidi progred£a1!tttr .1 
" 

UNIVERSITY AND . EDUCATJOJVAL 
INTELLIGENCE 

STUDENTS of Natural Science who would mnch rather know 
French and German than Greek will be glad to learn that a very 
strong memorial against the retention of Greek as a subject for 
all honour candidates has been presented to Cambridge U ni · 
versity. It is signed hy ten heads of pnblic schools, including 
Drs. Hornby (Eton), Butler (Harrow}, and Abbott (City of 
London), Messrs. Matt11ew Arnold, Carlyle, vV. E. Forster, the 
Bishops of Exeter and Manchester, Dean Cowie, Dean Stanley, 
and Dr. Vaughan, Prof. Jebb, and Mr. Roby, to say nothing of 
such bulwarks of science as Mr. Darwin, Prof. Huxley, Sir 
Joseph Hooker, Mr. Spottiswoode, and Prof. Tyndall. 

THE Board of Musical Studies at Cambridge have 2.ppliecl for 
the appointment of a University Reader in Acoustics. 

THE sum in the bands of the Sedgwick Memorial Committee 
for the erection of a new building for the geobgice.l collection is 
xz,oool., not r,zool. as we stated bst 1reek. 

King's College {London) N o. 5, vol. ii. of which 
has been sent us, contains pleasant readino-, but no one 
would infer from its contents that the College wa:: an important 
centre of scientific instruction and research. 

DR. J. CassAR EwART has been appointed by the Crown to 
the Chair of Natural History in the University of Aberdeen. 

MR. F. GUTHRIE, formerly of Graaf-Reinet College, has been 
appointed to the Chair of Mathematics at the South African 
College, Capetown. 

THE 'Journal tie St. Pltersbourg gives the following particulars 
concerning the public provision for education in Russia :-The 
sum. assigned in the Budget of this year for education is 
I$,971,289 roubles (about 2,395,oool.). There are eight Uni· 
versities (not reckoning that of Helsingfors for Finland), with 
5,629 students. Of these 85 are divinity students, 583 belong 
to the philological faculty, 1,629 to the faculty of law, 30 to 
that of Eastern languages, 622 to the mathematical faculty, 550 
to that of natural science, and 2, I 30 to the medical faculty" 
There are 53 ecclesiastical seminaries, with 12,227 pupils; 195 
gymnasia and pro-gymnasia, with 50,701 pupils; 56 middle· 
class scliools, with 10,888 scholars. There are 19 military 

! gymnasia, but the number of pupils is not giYe n. For females 
1 there are 223 gymnasia and pro-gymnasia, having 34,878 pupils. 
: and this does not include the many institutions which are sub: 
J ject to the control of the Fourth Divi;.ion of the Imperial Chan 
!I cellery. There are 68 normal schools and trainino- colleo-es for 

teachers, having 4,968 students. There are 10 insti
l tutions supported by non-public funds. The number of elemen-
1 tary_ schools in operation this year is 25,491, with 1,074, 559 

I 
pup1ls. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 

i LONDON 
Royal Society, December On the Ulumination of 

Lines of Molecular Pressure, and the Trajectory of Molecules " 
by William Crookes, F.R.S., V.P.C.S. ' 

Induction Spark through Rarefied Gases. Dm·k Space round 
the Negative Pote 

The author has examined the dark space which appears round 
the negative pole of an ordinary vacuum tube when the spark 
from an induction coil is passed through it. He describes many 
experiments with different kinds of poles, a varying intensity of 
spark, and different gases, and arrives at the following propo· 
sitions :-

Ilhttu.ination of Lines of Jrfolccu!at· Pressure 
a. Setting up an intense molecular vibrati011 in a disk of 

metal by electrical means excites a molecular disturbance which 
affects the surface of the disk and the surrounding gas. With a 
dense gas the disturbance extends a short distance only from the 
metal ; but as rarefaction continues, the layer of molecular dis· 
turbance increases in thickne". In air at a pressure of ·o78 mm. 
this molecular disturbance extends for at least 8 mm. from the 
surface of the disk, forming an oblate spheroid around it, 

b. The diameter of this dark space varies with the exhaustion; 
with the kind of gas in which it is produced; with the tempera· 
tme of the negative pole ; and, in a slight de!'Tee, with the 
intensity of the spark. For equal degrees of it is 
greatest i11 hyclrogeil and least in carbonic acid, as compared 
with air. 

c. The shape and size of this dark space do not vary with the 
distance separating the poles; nor, only very slightly, with 
alteration of battery po,rer ; nor with intensity of spark. \Vhen 
the power is great the brilliancy of the unoccupied parts of the 
tube overpowers the dark space, rendering it difficult of obser
vation ; bi1t, on careful scrutiny, it may still be seen unchanged 
in size, nor does it alter even when, with a very faint spark, it 
is scarcely visib le. On still further reduction of the power, it 
fades entirely away, but without change of form. 

The author describes numerous experiments, devised to ascer. 
tain if this visible layer of molecular distnrbance is identical 
with the invisible layer of molecular pressnre or stress, the 
investigation of which has occupied him for some years. 

The Electrical Radiometer ' 
One of these experiments is as follows :-An ordinary radio

meter is made, with aluminiwn disks for vanes, each disk coated 
with a fi lm of mica. The fly is supported by a hard steel cup 
instead of a glass cup, aHd the needle point on which it works 
is connected by means of a wire with a platinum terminal sealed 
into the glass. At the top of the radiometer bulb a second 
terminal is sealed in. The radiometer can therefore be con
nected with an induction coil, the mo;·able fiy being made the 
negative pole. 

Passing over the phenomena observed at iow exhaustions, the 
author finds that, when connected with the coil, a halo of a 
velvety violet light forms on the metallic side of the vane;; the 
mica side remaining dark throughout these experiments. the 
pressure diminishes a dark space is seen to separate the violet 
halo from the metal. At a pressure of half a millimetre this 
dark space extends to the glass, and positive rotation commences. 

On continuing the exhaustion the dark space further widens 
out and appears to flatten itself against the glass and the rota· 
tion becomes very rapid. ' 

When aluminium cups are used for the vanes, instead of disks 
backed with mica, similar appearances are seen. The velvety 
violet halo forms over each side of the en p. On increasing. the 
exhaustion t!'!.e dark space widens out, retaining almost exactly 
the shape of the cup. The bright margin of the dark space 
becomes concentrated at the concave side of the cup to a lumi
nous focus, and widens ont at the conyex sid e. On further ex
haustion the dark space on the convex side touches the 
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when positive rvtati::;n commences, becon1ing very rapid as the 
dark space further increases in size, and ultimately flattening 
ngainst the g!as<;. 

Convet'gmce of Molecular Rays to a Focus 

The subject next investigated is the convergence of the lines 
of force to a focus, as ob,ervecl with the aluminium cup. As 
this could not be accomplished during rapid rotation an instru
ment was made having the cup-shaped negative pole fixed, 
instead of movable. On exhaustion, the convergence of the 
Jines of force to a focm at the concave side was well observed. 
When the dark space is very much larger than the cup it forms 
an irregular ellipsoid drawn in towards the focal pciiilt. Inside 
the luminous boundary a focus of dark violet light can he seen 
converging, and, as the rays diverge on the other side of the 
focus, spreading beyond the margin of the dark space, the whole 
appearance being strikingly similar to the rays of the sun re
Jlected from a concave mirror through a foggy atmosphere. 

Phosphorescent Light of 1110/ecu!ar Impact 

At very high exhaustions the Tlark space becomes so large 
that it fills the tube. Careful scrutiny still shows the presence 
of the dark violet focus, and the part of the glass on which fall 
the rays diverging from this focus shows a sharply defined spot 
of greenish-yellow light. On still further exhaustion, and espe
cially if the cup is made positive, the whole bulb becomes 
beautifully illuminatecl with greenish-yellow phosphorescent 
Jight. 

This greenish-yellow phosphorescence, characteristic of high 
exhaustions, is frequently spoken of in the paper. It must be 
remembered, however, that the particular colour is due to the 
special kind of German glass used. Other kinds of glass 
Dhosphoresce in a different colour. The phosphorescence 
takes place only under the influence of the negative pole. At an 
exhaustion of 4 M 1 no light other than this is seen in the 
apparatus. At "9 M the phosphorescence is about at its 
n1aximum. When the exhaustion reaches "IS M the spark has 
a difficulty in passing, and the green light appears occasionally 
in flashes only. At ·o6 M the vacuum is almost non-con
ductive, and a spark can be forced through only by increasing 
the intensity of the coil, and well insulating the tube and wires 
leading to it. Beyond that exhaustion nothing has been ob
served. 

Focus of llfolecular Force 

In an apparatus specially constructed for observing the position 
of the focus, the author found that the focal point of the green 
phosphorescent light was at the centre of curvature, showing 
that the molecules by which it is produced are projected in a 
direction normal to the surface of the pole. Before reaching the 
best exhaustion for the green light, another focus of blue-violet 
light is observed ; this varies in position, getting further from 
the pole as the exhaustion increases. In the apJ?aratus descr!bed, 
at an exhaustion of 19"3 M, these two foci are seen Simul
taneously, the green being at the centre of curvature, while the 
blue focus is at nearly twice the distance. 

Nature of the Green Phosphorescent Light 

The author adduces the following characteristics of the green 
phosphorescent light as distinguishing it from the ordinary light 
observed in vacuum-tubes at lower exhaustions :-

a. The green focus cannot be seen in the space of the tube, 
but where the projected beam strikes the glass only. 

b. The position cf the pole i;t tube 
scarcely any difference to the d1rectwn and mtens1ty of the hues 
of force which produce the green light. The positive pole may 
be placed in the tube either at the extremity opposite the 
negative pole, or below it, or by its side. 

c. The spectrum of the green light is a continuous one, most 
of the red and the higher blue rays being absent; while the 
spectrum of the light observed in the tnbe at lower exhaustions 
is characteristic of the residual gas. No difference can be 
detected by spectrun:t examination in the green. light, whether 
the residual gas be mtrogen, hydrogen, or carbomc acid. . 

d. The green phosphorescence commences at a d1fferent 
exhaustion in different gases. 

e. The viscosity of a gas is almost as persistent a characteristic 
of its individuality as its spectrum. a_uthor to a 
liminal-y note and a diagram 2 of the vanatlon of viscosity of mr, 

'f M the millionth of an atmo;phere. 
2 Proc. Roy. Soc., Nov. 16, r876, vol. xxv. P· 3)5. 

hydrogen, and other £ases at exhaustions between 2.1.0 M and 
·r M. From these ;_nd other unpublished results, the author 
finds that the viscosity of a gas undergoes very little diminution 
between atmospheric pressure and an exhaustion at which th-e 
green phosphorescence can be detected. When, however, the 
spect:al a?d other characteristics of the gas begin to disappear, 
the VIscosity aim commences to decline, and at an exhaustion at 
which the green phosphorescence is most brilliant the viscosity 
has rapidly sunk to an imignificant amount. 

f. The rays exciting green phosphorescence wiil not turn a 
corner in the slightest degree, but radiate from the neaative pole 
in straight lines, casting strong and sharply-defined shadows from 
objects which happen to be in their path. On the other hand, 
the ordinary luminescence of vacuum tubes will travel hither and 
thither along any number of curves and angles. 

Projection of Jlfo!ecu!ar ShadtrdJS 

The author next examines the phenomena of shadows cast by 
the green 'light. The best and sharpest shadows are cast by 
flat disks and not by narrow pointed poles; no green light what
ever is seen in the shadow itself, no matter how thin or whatevel." 
may be the substance from which it is thrown. 

From these and other experiments, fully described in the 
paper, he ventures to advance the theory that the induction
spark actually illuminates the lines of molecular pressure caused 
by the electrical excitement of the negative pole. The thick
ness of the dark space is the measure of the mean length of 
the path between successive collisions of the molecules. The 
extra velocity with which the molecules rebonnd from the ex
cited negative pole keep back the more slowly-moving mole
cules which are advancing towards that pole. The conflict 
occurs' at the boundary of the dark space, where the luminou3 
margin bears witness to the energy of the collisions. 

'When the exhaustion is sufficiently high for the mean length 
of path between successive collisions to be greater than the dis
tance between the fly and the glass, the swiftly-moving, rebound
ing molecules spend their force, in part or in whole, on !hi! 
sides of the vessel, and the production of light is the conse
quence of this sudden arrest of velocity. The light actually 
proceeds from the glass, and is caused by fluorescence or phos
phorescence on its surface. No light is produced by a mica or 
quartz screen, and the more fluorescent the material the better 
the luminosity. Here the_consideration the greenish 
yellow light is an effect of the direct impact of the molecules, ia 
the same electrical state, on the snrface of the glass. The shadows 

' are not optical, but are molecular shadows, revealed only by an 
ordinary illuminating effect ; this is proved by the sharpness of 
the shadow when projected from a wide pole. 

Phosphoresce/Ice of Thin Films 

An experiment is next described in which a film of uranium 
glass, sufficiently thin to show colours of thin plates, is placed 
in front of a thick plate of the same glass, the whole being 
inclosed in a tube with terminals, and exhausted to a few mil
lionths of an atmosphere. Of this the following observations 
are recorded :-

a. The uranium film, being next to the negative pole, casts a 
strong shadow on the plate. 

b. On making contact with the coil, the thin film flashes out 
suddenly all over its surface with a yellowish phosphorescence, 
which, however, instantly disappears. The uncovered part of 
the plate does not become phosphorescent quite suddenly, but 
the phosphorescence is permanent as long as the coil is kept at 
work. 

c. With an exceedingly faint spark the film remains more 
luminous than the plate, but on intensifying the spark the 
luminosity of the film sinks and that of the uncovered part of 
the plate increases. 

d. If a single intense spark be suddenly sent through the 
tnbe, the film becomes very luminous, while the plate remains, 
dark. 

These experiments are conclusive against the phosphorescence 
being an effect of the radiation of phosphorogenic ultra-violet 
light from a thin layer of arrested molecules at the surface of 
the glass, for were this the case, the film could under no circum
stances be superior to the plate. 

The momentary phosphorescence and rapid fading of the film 
prove more than this. The molecular bombardment is too mnch 
for the thin film. It responds thereto at first, but i=ediately 
gets heated by the impacts, and then ceases to be luminous. 
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The -plate, however, being thick, the hammering without 
gt:owing hot enough to lose its power of phosphorescing. 

lJicchanica! Action if lrfolecules 

"When the coil was first turned on, the thin film was driven 
back at the moment of becoming phosphore.;cent, showing that 
an actual material blow had been given by the molecules. 
Experiments are next described in which this mechanical action 
is rendered more evident. A small rotating fly, capable of 
being moved about in any pa;t of an exhausted bulb, is used as 
an indicator, and by appropnate means the molecular shadow of 
rm aluminium plait is projected along the bulb. Whether 
entirely in, or entirely out of the shadow, the indicator scarcely 
moves, but when immersed so that one-half is exposed to 
molecular impact, the fly rotates with extreme velocity. 

ilfagmtic Dtjlection if L ines of Force 

\Vith this apparatus another phenomenon was investigated. 
It is found that the stream of molecules, whose impact on the 
glass occasions evolution of light, is very sensitive to magnetic 
influence, and by bringing one pole of an electro-magnet-or even 
of a small permanent magnet-near, the shadow can be twisted to 
the right or to the left. 

When the little indicator was placed en!irely within the 
shadow, no movement was produced. As soon, how

ever, as an adjacent electro-magnet was excited, the shadow was 
twisted half off the indicator, which immediately rotated with 
great speed. 

The Trajectmfof llfolecuft"s 

The amount of deflection of the stream of molecules forming 
a shadow is in proportion to the magnetic power employed. 

The trajectory of the molecules forming the shadow is curved; 
Yrhen nnder tnagnetic influence the action of the magnet is to 
twist the trajectory of the molecules round in a direction at an 
angle to their free path, and to a greater extent, as they are 
nearer the magnet : the direction of twist being that of the 
electric current paosing round the electro-magnet. 

Laws of klagmtic Deflection 

An apparatus was constructed so that the deflection of a spot 
of light was used-instead of that of a shadow, a horse-shoe magnet 
being placed underneath the negative pole to deflect the tra
jectory. The action of the north pole being to give the line of 
molecules a spiral twist one way, and that of the south pole being 
to twist it the other way, the two poles side by side compel the 
line to move in a straight line up or dawn along a plane at right 
angles to the plane of the magnet and a line joining its poles. 

The ray of molecules does not appear to obey Ampere's law, 
as it would were it a perfectly flexible conductor, joining the 
negative and the positive pole. The molecules are projected 

the negative, but the position of the positive pole, whether 
m front, at the side, or even behind the negative pole, 
has. no influence on their subsequent behaviour, either in pro· 
ducmg pho>phorescence, or mechanics.! effects, or in the:r 
magnetic deflection. The magnet gives their line of path a spiral 
twist greater or less according to its power, but diminishing as 
the molecules get further off. 

Numerous experiments were tried in this apparatus with 
different gases, and with the magnet in and out of position. 

\Vorking with exhausted air it wa!O found that the spot of 
green phosphorescence on the screen is visible at an exhaustion 
of 102"6 M, when the mean free path of the molecules, 
measured by the thickness of the dark space round the negative 
pole, ;is only rz mm. Hence, it follows that a number of 
molecules sufficient to excite green phosphorescence on the 
screen are projected the whole distance from the pole to the 
screen, or 102 mm., without being stopped by collisions. 

Alteration of 111o!eculm· Velocity 

'f If we suppose the magnet to be permanently in position, and 
thus to exert a uniform downward pull on the molecules, we 
perceive that their trajectory is much curved at low exhaustions, 
and gets flatter as the exhaustion increases. A flatter trajectory 
corresponds to a higher velocity. This may arise from one of 
two either the initial impulse given by the negative 
pole 1s stronger, or the resisting medium is rarer. The latter is 
probably the true one. The molecules which produce the green 
phosphorescence must be looked upon as in a state differing from 
those arrcctecl by frequent colli; io•ts. The latter impede the 

vel?city of tbe free molecules alitnv longer time for u1ao-
netlsm to act on them; for, a lthough deflecting force 
magnetism mtght be expected to_ mcrease w1th the velocity of the 
molecules, Prof. Stokes has pomted out that it would have to 
increase as the square of the velocity, in order that the deflec
tion should be as great at high as at low velocities. 

Comparing the free molecule• to cannon-balls the mao-netic 
pull to the earth's gravitation, and the electrical the 
negative pole to the explosion of the powder in the o-un the 
trajectory will be flat when no gravitation acts, and 
under the influence of gravitation. It is also much curved when 
the ball passes through a dense resisting medium, it is less 
curved when the resisting medium gets rarer; and, as alread\' 
shown, intensifying the induction spark, equivalent to increasin;. 
the charge of powder, gives greater initial velocity, and, 
fore, flattens the trajectory. The parallelism is still closer if we 
compare tbe evolution of light seen when the shot strikes the 
target, with the phosphorescence on the glass screen from mole
cular impacts. 

Focus of Heat if ,Vo!ecu!ar lmjact 

The author finally describes an apparatus in which he shows 
that great heat is evolved when the concentrated focus of rays 
from a nearly hemispherical aluminium cup is deflected side
ways to the walls of the glass tube by a magnet. By using a 
somewhat larger hemisphere and allowing the negative focus to 
fall on a strip of platinum foil, the heat rises to the meltino
point of platinum. " 

A" Ult..a-gascous State of llfa!ter 

The paper concludes with some theoretical speculations on the 
state in which the matter exists in these highly exhausted vessel;o. 

modern_ idea of the gase.ous state is based upon the supposi
tion that a space contams m1lhons of m!llions of molecules 
in rapid in all directions, each having millions of en 
counters Ill a second. In such a case the length of the mean 
free J?a!h o_f the molecules is exceedingly small as compared with 
the d1menswns of the vessel, and the properties which constitute 
the gaseous state of matter, which depend upon con· 
stant colhswns, are observed . But by great rarefaction the free 
path is made so long that the hits in a given time may be disre
garded in comparison to the misses, in which case the averaue 
molecule is allo"·ed to obey its own motions or laws 

and if the mean free path is comparable to the 
d1menswns of the vess_el, the properties which constitute gaseity 
are reduced to a tmmmum, and the matter becomes exalted to 
an ultra-gaseous state, in which the very decided but hitherto 
masked properties now under investigation come into play. 

Rays if .llfo!emlar Light 

·. In speaking of a ray of molecular light, the author has been 
guided more by a desire for conciseness of expression than by a 
wish to advance a novel theory. But he believes that the com
parison, under these special circumstances, is strictly correct and 
that be is as wei! entitled to speak of a ray of or 
emissive light ;vhen its is detected only by the light 
evolvecl w_heu 1t falls on a smtable screen, as. he is to speak of a 
sunbeam m. a darkened as a ray of VIbratory or ordinary 
hght when ]Jresence I S to be seen on!y by interposing an 
opaque body m 1ts path. In each case the mvisible line of force 
is spoken of as a ray of light, and if custom has sanctioned this 
as applied the undulatorY:' theory, it cannot be wrong to apply 
the expresswn to _emi SSIVe hght. The term emissive light must, 
however? be restncted to rays the negative pole and 
the lummous screen : the hght by wh1ch the eye then sees the 
screen 1s, of course, undulatory. 

_The phenomena in these exhausted tubes reveal to physical 
sc1ence a new world-a world where matter exists in a fourth 
state, w_here the corpuscular theory of light holds good, and 
where hght does not always move in a straiaht line· but whet-, 
we can never enter, and in which we must conte1;t to ob>erve 
and experiment from the outside. 

. Chemical Society, December 5.-Dr. Gladstone, president, 
Ill the cha1r.-Prof. Tidy read a lengthj and important paper on 
the proce,ses for determining the organic purity of potable waters. 
The conclusions at which the author arrives, afte1· many experi
ments and a careful examination of the comparative analyses of 
over 1.,6oo water,;, may be briefly summed up as follows: The 

process furni shes results which are marked by singular 
mconstancy, and are not delicate enough to allow the recognition 
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and classification of the finer grades of purity or impurity. The 
errors incidental to the process form an array of difficulties 
which become infinitely serious, seeing that the range (as regards 
albumcnoid ammonia) between pure and dirty waters is com
paratively small. The combustion has all th_e 
evaporation to encounter, but the orgamc carbon estunatwn 1s 
trustworthy ; the organic nitrogen determination, however, 
scarcely yields absolutely trustworthy evidence on which to 
found an opinion as to the probable source of the organic matter. 
The process, nevertheless, is of great _va!ue. The oxygm (_Per
manganate) procus avoids the errors mc1dental to evaporatwn_; 
its results (when properly used) are constant and extremely dell· 
cate ; it draws a sharp line between the putrescent or probab!y 
pernicious and the non-putrescent or probably harmless orgamc 
matter · by it a bad water can never be passed as good. As far 
as the three processes are concerned, the and 
processes give closely concordant Wflllst th<:>se y1elded by 
the ammonia process are often at d1rect vanance w1th both. 

Photographic Society, November 12.-James Glashier, 
F.R.S., in the chair.-After the medals awarded for the best 
pictures in the exhibition had taken place, a paper by Leon 
Warnerke was read-photogt'aphic notes from a travel in Russia 
with exhibition of various works, apparatus, and materials. 
John Thomson, F.R.G.S., described his_ photographic 
experiences in Cyprus. Mr. t_he art:st!c 
and scientific progress of photography m Russ1a as havmg arnved 
at a high state of perfection, as also the very important position 
which photo-lithography occupies in the Government establish
ments of the country where large Jma ps of the Russian frontiers 
are produced. 

BosToN, U.S.A. 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, November 13. 

-Hon. Charles Francis Adams in the chair.-Prof. Mitchell, 
of the U.S. Coast Survey, read a monograph upon the tides of 
the Gulf of Maine. The results of the late surveys prove that a 
lift of the tide far out from shore requires an almost inappreciable 
time to be felt along the coast. The variations in the tides were 
shown to come from the north rather than from the south. In 
the di<cussion of Prof. Mitchell's paper Prof. Benjamin Peirce 
maintained that the results corroborated his own theory of vibra
tions and nodal points.-Prof. A. E. Dolbear, of Tuft's College, 
read a paper upon his claims of the invention of the speaking
telephone, and exhibited his early models and also a great 
variety of new speaking-telephones. Among these were a 
Morse sounder transformed into a telephone ; a miniature voltaic 
cell, one plate of which was against, and speech 
transmitted; an electrophone dependmg upon the vanable resxst
ance of the extra spark, which can transmit speech · over a dis
tance of more than two hundred miles ; various forms of trans
mitters and modifications of Reiz's telephone, which Prof. 
Dolbear said are innumerable.-Mr. N.D. C. Hodges exhibited 
a new instrument for determining the. magt1etic dip. Two soft 
iron bars joined at 1·ight angles move on a vertical gradnated 
circle. A small ma,onet with a mirror is suspended at the point 
of crossing of the pieces of soft iron. \Vhen the latter make 
equal angles with the line of dip, the magnet remams at zero. 
l3y four simple reversals and measurements the residual magnetism 
of the iron is eliminated. The instrument gxves very constant 
results and reqnires less )ime to make an observation than the 
ordinary dipping needle. 

PARIS 

Academy of Sciences, December 2.-M. Fizeau in the 
chair.-The following papers were read :-On the torsion c-f 
prisms of mixtilinear base, and on a peculiarity which may be 
presented by certain uses of the logarithmic co-ordinate of the 
isothermal cylindriCJ.l system of Lame, by M. De Saint V enant. 
-M. Marey was elected Member for the sec! ion of Medicine and 
Snrgery in the room of the late M. Cl. Bernard, the other can
didates being MM. Bert, Charcot, and Gubler.-Experimental 
researches on meteoritic nickelised irons; mode of formation of 
concrctionated syssidera, by M. Meunier. The mixture of 
chlorides of iron and nickel gives, by reduction in hydrogen, 
alloys perfectly definite, and sometimes beautifully_ crystallised. 
Association of the alloys together can be effected 111 two ways 
(specified). Next, c.f peridot or fragme?-ts of dunite _can 
easily be covered wxth a contmuo_us coat of_vanous alloys_of 
and nickel the metallic concretion sometxmes penetratmg mto 
the fu1e fissures of the stone. By placing the pieces of rock 
repeatedly in the incrusting medium fed with diverse mix-

tures of the \two' chlorides, superposed deposits of various 
alloys are obtained, and a complete facsimile of the cosmic 
rocks in question.-On a new phenomenon of static electricity by 
M. Govi. A reference to his former experiments on the 

studied by M. Duter. Different liquids having given 
amounts of contraction, and mercury no contraction, he 

mferred condensation of the liquid against the walls of the jar. 
He apparently doubts M. Duter's conclusion.-On the electro
motive force of induction arising from rotation of the sun; deter
mination of its amount and direction, whatever the distance of 
the induced body, by M. Quet. He gives a mathematical esti
mate of the force, with formulre.-N ote on the effects of vapours 
of snlphide of carbon, by Poincare. He experimented on 

with reference to the symptoms presented by workmen 
m vulcanisation of caoutchouc. Guinea pigs and frogs resist the 
action much less than man ; and the period of excitation is 
wanting in them, the manifestations being mainly paralytic. 
The auricles are distended with dark blood, livid spots appear 
in the lungs, the brain is often reduced to a diffluent pulp, and 
drops apparently of sulphide of carbon form in the cerebral 
vessels, blocking the passage of blood corpuscles and some
times causing rupture. The author considers the use of 
vulcanised caoutchouc should be restricted to really useful 
objects, and that the manufacture of small balloons and toys 
of it should be interdicted.-On the mode of formation of 
some phylloxeric nodosities, by M. d'Arbaumont.-Latitude of 
Algiers, and _fundamental azimuth of_ the Algerian triangulation, 
by M. Perner. The author descnbes his method.-Nebulre 
discovered and observed at the Observatory of Marseilles, by 
M. Stephan.-Double stars; certain groups of perspective, by 
M. Flammarion.-Evaluation of a definite integral, by M . 
Appell.-On the repulsion resulting from radiation, by Mr. 
Crookes.-Note on cholalic acid, by M. Destrem.-Researches 
on vaso-motor nerves, by MM. Dastre and Morat. The prin
cipal of termination of the sciatic nerve plays, with regard 
to the regwn of the finger, the of a vaso-constrictor nerve, 
and there is no_ ground for supposing, in this nerve-trunk, vaso
dtlator nerves e1ther more or less than in the cervical cord of the 
sympathetic. Thus the controverted point as to whether the 
sciatic is a vaso-dilator nerve, is answered in the negative. The 
authors generalise the results, applying tbem to the nervous 
trunks which go to the skin.-Onthe cardiac and respiratory effects 
of irritations of certain sensitive nerves of the heart, and on the 
cardiac effects produced by irritation of sensitive nerves of the 
respiratory apparatus, by M. Franc;:ois-Frnnck. Different effects 
are produced according as an irritating injection (say hydrate of 
chloral) is made into the right or the left heart; in the formet· 
case there is diastolic stoppage ofithe heart, in the latter systolic. 
(The mechanism of these effects is studied.)-On the chano-e of 
form of fixed cells ofloose connective tissue in artificial 
by M. Renaut. 
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